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Last Shop Standing: Whatever Happened To Record Shops? 2010-07-23 last
shop standing whatever happened to record shops documents the sad
disappearance of a cultural icon from our high streets once a thriving
industry the uk has gone from having over 2000 independent record
shops in the 1980s to just 269 in 2009 written by graham jones who has
worked in the distribution industry for over 25 years as a record
company salesman this book presents a snapshot of a business that is
under threat of going the same way as the stamp shop the coin shop and
the candlestick maker jones speaks to 50 record shop owners to see why
they have survived while nearly two thousand others have closed these
interviews form the basis of the book which celebrates the rich social
history in which the record shop is steeped in 2012 last shop standing
was made into an award winning 50 minute film featuring interviews
with johnny marr norman cook richard hawley paul weller and billy
bragg alongside many of the record shop owners featured in the book
given a new tagline the rise fall and rebirth of the independent
record shop the film has been screened around the globe and was an
official selection at the chicago international movies music festival
in 2013
Vinyl London 2019-05 london s record shop scene is at its most vital
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and buoyant point since the 1990s following a resurgence of interest
in vinyl over recent years tom greig who has immersed himself in the
world of london s record shops for close to two decades profiles and
tells the story of 60 distinctive independent record stores selling
both new and used vinyl vinyl london is at once a practical guide
featuring maps addresses opening times and stock information and an
attractive visual celebration of london s record shops the book is
organised geographically and contains the following chapters soho
north east south west suburbs markets vinyl cafes author tom greig has
been digging through london s record shops for 25 years ever since
hitting soho s berwick street stores whilst on school trips to the
capital he is a record collector in many different genres a dj and is
the author of the bestselling the 500 hidden secrets of london isbn
9789460581731 sam mellish is a london based photographer his work has
been internationally exhibited and widely published he is the
publisher of diesel books and photographed the 500 hidden secrets of
london selling points a comprehensive guide to london s 60 independent
record shops features extensive original photography by sam mellish
that documents and celebrates london s record shop culture from the
author of the bestselling the 500 hidden secrets of london forms part
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of a wider series that explores creative london also in the series
9781788840163 rock n roll london 162 colour images
London's Record Shops 2021-04 the first hardback photobook celebrating
london s greatest record shops
The Record Store Book 2015 from the older to the newer generations of
record stores in california each owner shares facts history and
distinctive points of view regarding patrons styles of searching for
finding and experiencing second hand music
OBSCURE SOUND REVISED EDITION 2020-02 2013年に発行された obscure sound桃源郷的音
盤640選 の大増補改訂版 dj バイヤーとしてワールドワイドなコネクションを持ち アンビエント ニューエイジなどの世界的再評価を牽引す
るchee shimizuが約800の作品をセレクト うち前版とのダブりは200作ほど 他とはひと味違う音楽を求めている方のバイブルとなり得
る1冊です
Chara’s Time Machine Book 2021-12-25 ご注意 お使いの端末によっては 一部読みづらい場合がございます お
手持ちの端末で立ち読みファイルをご確認いただくことをお勧めします 30年の軌跡を辿るtime machine 王道にして異端 異端にして王道
日本の音楽シーンを代表するアーティストchara その活動の30年間を振り返りました 主な内容 デビューから現在に至るまでのシングル アルバ
ム 配信 mvをアーカイブしたディスコグラフィー 過去出演雑誌のビジュアル及びインタビューの引用掲載 アーティスト歴30年を振り返る語り下ろ
しのロングインタビュー 過去のステージ衣装ヒストリー 長年を共にするスタイリスト ヘアメイクとの座談会 この作品はカラーです 底本 2021
年12月発行作品
Vinyl Me, Please - Best Record Stores In The United States 2019-09-19
uses interviews photographs anecdotes and memorabilia to provide a
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nostalgic history of the record store in the united states and
includes profiles of major shops and quotations from musicians shop
oweners and fans
Record Store Days 2012-02-07 it explains why we have more than a
hundred more record shops than we had in 2009 and how others have
gained the reward from their hard work budget turntables manufactures
supermarkets chain stores clothes shops pressing plants and even the
government are amongst the many who have benefited from their efforts
graham jones has spent 32 years travelling the uk selling to
independent record shops and visited more record shops than any other
human this book guides you around the record shops of the uk who sell
new vinyl he has gathered some fascinating and funny anecdotes told
him by our much loved record shop staff so that when you visit you
will feel like you already know the characters behind the counters it
is perfect for vinyl fans to keep with them on their travels around
the country amazon com
The Vinyl Revival And The Shops That Made It Happen 2018-09
resurrection how record store day led to the most improbable comeback
of the 21st century provides the official inside story on how record
store day managed to revive the vinyl format from oblivion over the
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past fifteen years based on original reporting of more than fifty
record industry professionals this is the first full account of how a
global holiday prompted vinyl to grow exponentially since 2008 and was
not deterred by a two year pandemic resurrection is sure to appeal to
record collectors who line up the night before in a quest to snare
limited edition collectibles on vinyl and also captures the important
role that independent record stores play in their communities
Record Store Day 2022 once conduits to new music frequently bypassing
the corporate music industry in ways now done more easily via the
internet record stores championed the most local of economic
enterprises allowing social mobility to well up from them in
unexpected ways record stores speak volumes about our relationship to
shopping capitalism and art this book takes a comprehensive look at
what individual record stores meant to individual people but also what
they meant to communities to musical genres and to society in general
what was their role in shaping social practices aesthetic tastes and
even loosely put ideologies from women owned and independent record
stores to reggae record shops in london to rough trade in paris this
book takes on a global and interdisciplinary approach to evaluating
record stores it collects stories and memories and facts about a
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variety of local stores that not only re centers the record store as a
marketplace of ideas but also explore and celebrate a neglected
personal history of many lives
The Life, Death, and Afterlife of the Record Store 2023-06-15 it s
time to tune in turn on and rock out when reading record store in a
box a guide to free music on the internet save your money and listen
to completely free music using record store in a box a guide to free
music on the internet if you just want to listen to your favorite
radio station we have you covered maybe it s a new indie band you want
to try or maybe you just want to match music to your mood it doesn t
really matter because record store in a box a guide to free music on
the internet has the best music resources to help you find the music
the fits you
Record Store in a Box 2014-01-14 サ脳 ウ脳 カラダ ぜんぶ使って遊んじゃおう ピアノがなくてもすぐできて
なのにとっても奥が深い そんな これまでになかったリズム遊びと物語の本です 対象年齢 小学1年生から
エイト・オー・エイト 2021-01-26 get on the vinyl train and learn about this
captivating hobby vinyl record collecting for dummies teaches you how
to start a collection grow your collection and make that collection
sound excellent you ll learn how to shop for new used and rare records
and how to select the turntable that s right for you learn how to
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determine a record s value build your collection on a budget and
properly store and maintain your records this handy dummies guide also
gives you the background knowledge you ll need to hold your own in
conversations with vinyl enthusiasts all about music genres the pros
and cons of vinyl types how records are made and even the history of
record collecting itself now you can start collecting rare records new
releases and everything in between learn the basics of buying records
at record shops secondhand stores and online determine the value of
your collection and learn how to recognize great deals select the
turntable and sound system that are right for your needs explore the
history of recorded music and learn why people are going wild for
vinyl this is the perfect dummies guide for anyone who s ready to get
swept up in the excitement of collecting vinyl records including
beginners and seasoned collectors
Vinyl Record Collecting For Dummies 2024-02-23 recent years have seen
not just a revival but a rebirth of the analogue record more than
merely a nostalgic craze vinyl has become a cultural icon as music
consumption migrated to digital and online this seemingly obsolete
medium became the fastest growing format in music sales whilst vinyl
never ceased to be the favorite amongst many music lovers and djs from
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the late 1980s the recording industry regarded it as an outdated relic
consigned to dusty domestic corners and obscure record shops so why is
vinyl now experiencing a rebirth of its cool dominik bartmanski and
ian woodward explore this question by combining a cultural
sociological approach with insights from material culture studies
presenting vinyl as a multifaceted cultural object they investigate
the reasons behind its persistence within our technologically
accelerated culture informed by media analysis urban ethnography and
the authors interviews with musicians djs sound engineers record store
owners collectors and cutting edge label chiefs from a range of
metropolitan centres renowned for thriving music scenes including
london new york tokyo melbourne and especially berlin what emerges is
a story of a modern icon
Shopping Center and Store Leases 2001 the ultimate guide to starting
and keeping a record collection vinyl records are back in a big way
music lovers are turning back to vinyl for its pure sound and the fun
of collecting if you re ready to take the plunge the beginner s guide
to vinyl will walk you through the basics of what is sure to become
your newest passion whether your musical tastes are jazz rock country
classical or show tunes you can find vinyl records from your favorite
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artists but you have to know where to look and dj turned vinyl expert
jenna miles will let you know all that and more check out how records
are made where to purchase a turntable how to take care of both the
machine and your vinyl records and more if you re a more advanced
audiophile you ll find plenty of information about hardware beyond the
entry level options along with a backstage pass to tidbits and stories
about artists and the industry that you ve never heard before it s the
next best thing to an afternoon spent at the record store
Vinyl 2020-06-08 the term record collecting is shorthand for a variety
of related practices foremost is the collection of sound recordings in
various formats although often with a marked preference for vinyl by
individuals and it is this dimension of record collecting that is the
focus of this book record collecting and the public stereotypes
associated with it is frequently linked primarily with rock and pop
music roy shuker focuses on these broad styles but also includes other
genres and their collectors notably jazz blues exotica and ethnic
music accordingly the study examines the history of record collecting
profiles collectors and the collecting process considers categories
especially music genres and types of record collecting and outlines
and discusses the infrastructure within which collecting operates
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shuker situates this discussion within the broader literature on
collecting along with issues of cultural consumption social identity
and the construction of self in contemporary society record collecting
is both fascinating in its own right and provides insights into
broader issues of nostalgia consumption and material culture
The Beginner's Guide to Vinyl 2016-12-02 約400枚におよぶディスク レヴュー 激レア 帯付レコード
ギャラリー インタヴュー 松本浩 稲垣次郎 貴重なアーティスト フォト モダン ジャズ ジャズ ロックから ヴォーカル ボッサ ラウンジまで
我が国で生まれた至高のジャズを一挙紹介
Wax Trash and Vinyl Treasures: Record Collecting as a Social Practice
2017-07-05 josh rosenthal is a record man s record man he is also a
musician s record man he is in the line of samuel charters and harry
smith in this age where we have access to everything and know the
value of nothing musicians need people like josh to hear them when no
one else can t bone burnett grammy nominated producer and tompkins
square label founder josh rosenthal presents his first book the record
store of the mind part memoir part music criticism the author
ruminates over unsung musical heroes reflects on thirty years of toil
and fandom in the music business and shamelessly lists some of the lps
in his record collection crackling with insightful untold stories the
record store of the mind will surely delight and inspire passionate
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music lovers especially those who have spent way too many hours in
record stores celebrating ten years in 2015 rosenthal s san francisco
based independent record label tompkins square has received seven
grammy nominations and wide acclaim for its diverse catalog of new and
archival recordings
和ジャズディスクガイド 2009-08 this volume is an engaging and exceptional history
of the independent rock n roll record industry from its raw regional
beginnings in the 1940s with r b and hillbilly music through its peak
in the 1950s and decline in the 1960s john broven combines narrative
history with extensive oral history material from numerous recording
pioneers including joe bihari of modern records marshall chess of
chess records jerry wexler ahmet ertegun and miriam bienstock of
atlantic records sam phillips of sun records art rupe of specialty
records and many more
The Record Store of the Mind 2015-10-27 she cared for him she
understood him and now she s gone two new plays from acclaimed rapper
and playwright testament black men walking orpheus in the record shop
orpheus is alone playing tunes in his record shop after a visitor
leaves him an unexpected gift strange things start to happen and music
myth and reality collide together with orpheus we go in search of
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something ancient contemporary and hopeful the beatboxer a beatboxer
goes into a call centre to run a training day but the bosses have
ulterior motives for him being there testament takes inspiration from
the classical greek myth of orpheus in a show that fuses spoken word
and beatboxing with the musicians of the orchestra of opera north
published alongside his radio play the beatboxer which was shortlisted
for the imison award bbc audio drama awards these two plays are
inspiring pieces of contemporary theatre orpheus in the record shop
was broadcast as part of the bbclightsup season on bbc television in
2021
Record Makers and Breakers 2011-08-11 praise for the previous edition
a practical and concise guide a valuable resource recommended american
reference books annual
Orpheus in the Record Shop and The Beatboxer 2021-07-22 with over
thirty years as a record company sales rep and still going strong
graham jones has visited more record shops in britain than most people
and certainly more than anyone will be able to in the future over the
years he has collected a vast number of funny stories and anecdotes he
relates the best of them here as told to him by those who have been
mostly pleased and sometimes bemused to find themselves stationed
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behind the record shop counter this hilarious new collection of i ll
hum it have you got it and similar stories is an engrossing memorial
to an increasingly bygone age features cartoons throughout the book by
kipper williams his cartoons have appeared in music publications
including melody maker smash hits and the black sabbath world tour
programme 1977
Career Opportunities in the Music Industry 2010 recent years have seen
not just a revival but a rebirth of the analogue record more than
merely a nostalgic craze vinyl has become a cultural icon as music
consumption migrated to digital and online this seemingly obsolete
medium became the fastest growing format in music sales whilst vinyl
never ceased to be the favorite amongst many music lovers and djs from
the late 1980s the recording industry regarded it as an outdated relic
consigned to dusty domestic corners and obscure record shops so why is
vinyl now experiencing a rebirth of its cool dominik bartmanski and
ian woodward explore this question by combining a cultural
sociological approach with insights from material culture studies
presenting vinyl as a multifaceted cultural object they investigate
the reasons behind its persistence within our technologically
accelerated culture informed by media analysis urban ethnography and
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the authors interviews with musicians djs sound engineers record store
owners collectors and cutting edge label chiefs from a range of
metropolitan centres renowned for thriving music scenes including
london new york tokyo melbourne and especially berlin what emerges is
a story of a modern icon
Strange Requests and Comic Tales from Record Shops 2013 this book
explores the highly valued and often highly charged ideal of
authenticity in hip hop what it is why it is important and how it
affects the day to day life of rap artists by analyzing the practices
identities and struggles that shape the lives of rappers in the london
scene the study exposes the strategies and tactics that hip hop
practitioners engage in to negotiate authenticity on an everyday basis
in depth interviews and fieldwork provide insight into the nature of
authenticity in global hip hop and the dynamics of cultural
appropriation globalization marketization and digitization through a
combined set of ethnographic theoretical and cultural analysis despite
growing attention to authenticity in popular music this book is the
first to offer a comprehensive theoretical model explaining the
reflexive approaches hip hop artists adopt to live out authenticity in
everyday life this model will act as a blueprint for new studies in
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global hip hop and be generative in other authenticity research and
for other music genres such as punk rock and roll country and blues
that share similar issues surrounding contested artist authenticity
Vinyl 2020-06-08 this study examines the history of record collecting
profiles collectors and the collecting process considers categories
especially music genres and types of record collecting and outlines
and discusses the infrastructure within which collecting operates
shuker situates this discussion within the broader literature on
collecting along with issues of cultural consumption social identity
and the construction of self in contemporary society record collecting
is both fascinating in its own right and provides insights into
broader issues of nostalgia consumption and material culture
Saturday Afternoon at the Record Shop 2018 this book explores the
fascinating world of the record business its technology the music and
the musicians from edison s phonograph to the compact disc the great
artists caruso toscanini louis armstrong elvis presley and their
successors all achieved fame through the medium of records and in turn
have influenced the recording industry but just as important are the
record producers those invisible figures who decide from behind the
scenes how a record will sound the history of recording is also the
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history of record companies the book follows the vicissitudes of the
multinational giants without neglecting the small pioneering labels
which have brought valuable new talents to the fore
Hip-Hop Authenticity and the London Scene 2017-02-17 extreme metal one
step beyond heavy metal can appear bizarre or terrifying to the
uninitiated extreme metal musicians have developed an often
impenetrable sound that teeters on the edge of screaming
incomprehensible noise extreme metal circulates on the edge of
mainstream culture within the confines of an obscure scene in which
members explore dangerous themes such as death war and the occult
sometimes embracing violence neo fascism and satanism in the first
book length study of extreme metal keith kahn harris draws on first
hand research to explore the global extreme metal scene he shows how
the scene is a space in which members creatively explore destructive
themes but also a space in which members experience the everyday
pleasures of community and friendship including interviews with band
members and fans from countries ranging from the uk and us to israel
and sweden extreme metal music and culture on the edge demonstrates
the power and subtlety of an often surprising and misunderstood
musical form
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Wax Trash and Vinyl Treasures: Record Collecting as a Social Practice
2013-01-28 more than 90 record companies release over 9 000 pop
records each year a staggering total of 52 000 songs each one competes
for the gold record the recording industry s symbol of success that
certifies 1 million worth of records have been sold solid gold
explains why for each record that succeeds countless others fail this
book follows the progress of a record through production marketing and
distribution and shows how a mistake made at any point can mean its
doom denisoff suggests that a drastic shift in the demographic makeup
of the pop music audience during the sixties has resulted in a broader
listening public including fans at every level of society
Historic Passaic County 2004 tim book two is the follow up to telling
stories the hugely successful memoir of tim burgess singer of the
charlatans in 2012 tim published his hugely successful and critically
acclaimed memoir telling stories tim really enjoyed his new role as an
author and so here it is tim book two a tale of tim s lifelong passion
for records the shops that sell them and the people who make them in
some ways the biggest events in tim s life happened in the couple of
years after he had finished writing his first book rather than in the
forty years before so he had more to say but instead of another
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autobiography he chose a different way of telling the story tim set
himself a quest he would get in touch with people he admired and ask
them to suggest an album for him to track down on his travels giving
an insight into what makes them tick it would also offer a chance to
see how record shops were faring in the digital age one in which vinyl
was still a much treasured format tim assembled his cast of characters
from iggy pop to johnny marr david lynch to cosey fanni tutti texts
phone calls emails and handwritten notes went out here is the tender
funny and surprising story of what came back
Punk, Ageing and Time 1999-07-26 in its 114th year billboard remains
the world s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital
events brand content and data licensing platform billboard publishes
the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment
issues and trends
International History of the Recording Industry 2006-12-01 at times it
appears that a whole industry exists to perpetuate the myth of origin
of the beatles there certainly exists a popular music or perhaps rock
origin myth concerning this group and the city of liverpool and this
draws in devotees as if on a pilgrimage to liverpool itself once
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within the city local businesses exist primarily to escort these
pilgrims around several almost iconic spaces and places associated
with the group at times it all almost seems spiritual one might argue
however that like any function myth the music history of the liverpool
in which the beatles grew and then departed is not fully represented
beatles historians and businessmen alike have seized upon myriad
musical experiences and reworked them into a discourse that
homogenizes not only the diverse collective articulations that
initially put them into place but also the receptive practices of
those travellers willing to listen to a somewhat linear exclusive
narrative other voices therefore exists as a history of the disparate
and now partially hidden musical strands that contributed to liverpool
s musical countenance it is also a critique of beatles related
institutionalized popular music mythology via a critical historical
investigation of several thus far partially hidden popular music
activities in pre and post second world war liverpool michael brocken
reveals different yet intrinsic musical and socio cultural processes
from within the city of liverpool by addressing such scenes as those
involving dance bands traditional jazz folk music country and western
and rhythm and blues together with a consideration of partially hidden
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key places and individuals and liverpool s first real record label an
assemblage of other voices bears witness to an other seldom discussed
liverpool by doing so brocken born and raised in liverpool asks
questions about not only the historicity of the beatles liverpool
narrative but also about the absence o
Extreme Metal 1975-01-01 in its 114th year billboard remains the world
s premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital events brand
content and data licensing platform billboard publishes the most
trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music
video gaming media digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends
Solid Gold 2016-07-19 last shop standing lifts the lid on an industry
in tatters graham jones has worked at the heart of record retailing
since the golden era of the 1980s he was there during the years of
plenty and has witnessed the tragic decline of a business blighted by
corruption and corporate greed undertaking a tour of the last
remaining independent record shops in britain jones has collected a
wealth of entertaining stories that explain why the best are still
standing and how the worst of them blew it this is a hilarious yet
harrowing account by a man who has been there and sold that it is a
book that will bring a wry smile to the face of anyone who has ever
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bought a cd or attended a concert and still has the promotional t
shirt to prove it
Tim Book Two 1982-05-29 a series for aspiring young musicians who want
to learn the ins and outs of being in a band in the digital age each
title focuses on a distinct aspect of creating and distributing music
Billboard 1977
Japan Report 2016-05-23
Other Voices: Hidden Histories of Liverpool's Popular Music Scenes,
1930s-1970s 2009-05-09
Billboard 2009
Last Shop Standing 2014-07-17
Recording and Promoting Your Music
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